Enter a healing stargate of vibrant patterns,
expanding consciousness through beauty harmony and love.
‘a new vision is emerging of the possibilites of man and of his destiny, and its implications are many...’
[Abraham Maslow]

kaleidoscopes
light in-formation

BY LARA AND TURID

The Kaleidoscope was invented as an optical instrument in 1816 by Sir David Brewster. Over the years that
followed, many different styles and transformations of the design have occurred. It has served as a toy to amuse
children with endless imagination stimulation, a parlor entertainment for adults, and a design palette for artists,
jewelers, architects, weavers, and any profession in which symmetrical and ornamental patterns are required. It
is also a meditation in motion, a holographic formation creating a frequency to open the door into this Self
within? The words ‘medicine’ and ‘meditation’ come from the same root. According to Osho in Walking in Zen,
Sitting in Zen, meditation is the ultimate medicine: ‘It cures you of all ills’. The Mandala ‘Sacred Circle’ is one
of the most compelling symbols of humankind. Its circular form and concentric structure reflect the shape of the
universe outside and the sense of perfection within. Concentration on its form and content is an aid to prayer
and meditation, leading to complete at-oneness with the world.

Special offer
for Renaissance readers.
1 Gift Voucher for a
Kaleidoscope Light Therapy
session, valued at R350.
Special priced kaleidoscope
set: R175, normally R250.
Contact: [021] 781-0007 or
crystallite@telkomsa.net

“In symmetry there is balance, in balance there is harmony, in harmony equilibrium. As long
as we are perfectly balanced, we cannot fall. As long as we do not fall, we continue to
survive. Survival is the ultimate and perpetual striving of all living things, from the most
primitive to the most sophisticated being. Somewhere therein lies the relationship between
the universal appeal of kaleidoscope mandala’s, the inspiration of beauty, the wonder of
nature, and the awesome magnificence of Creation itself.”
[David Kalish, Kaleidoscope Artist]
Kaleidoscope images hold an endless range of subtle light combinations that
illuminate body, mind and Soul. Much like the internet’s search engines connect to
computers around the world, and can deliver you information related to specific
words, kaleidoscopes speak to your Soul through Ancient symbols to help process
thoughts and emotions. Light activates your imagination, light is
amplified through the mirrored prism and spirals towards us in harmonious geometric formations that nourish our bodies, and feed our Souls. Light is information.

Light - spark of life!!
We are healing ourselves with that which is our essence
[Dr Jacob Lieberman]
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For more information on
Individual color transformational
sessions, Correspondence
Course Series: or Colour &
Kaleidoscope Light Therapist
Training Course Contact:
(021) 781-0007 or
crystallite@telkomsa.net

Light - Medicine of the Future
Light holds the secret! We are creatures of light, we eat light, and breathe in light,
we are made up of light. We are alive because of the light our Sun provides.
Nuclear fusion is at the heart of the Sun. Combine this light together with
every star you see or imagine and you get a very clear picture of how
much ‘light’ is around us. A kaleidoscope is made up of mirrors, and
mirrors reflect the magical light of 3 dimensional reality. Reality is
made up of light waves called photons. Light enters the mirrored
prism, spiraling into new vistas and light landscapes dancing in perfect symmetry. This delight is carried from your eye to various parts
of the brain, channeling through the pineal gland and the limbic centre, evoking a range of emotions and responses in the body.
Colour also plays an important role in our lives, both macro and
microscopically. It affects our moods and also causes physiological
changes. All organic cells react to the colours that they are exposed to.
Organs and glands vibrate at different frequencies which harmonize with
different colour vibrations, this allows colour to rejuvenate body and mind.
Each kaleidoscope that we create has a unique colour combination and with
every new image the exploding colour brings your imagination to life. Dream
images that open your mind’s eye to a little taste of ‘forgotten home’.
Colour illumination, which is the type of light experienced when looking through a
kaleidoscope, has an instantaneous soothing and energizing effect. This combined
with the rhythmical changing patterns creates a unique form of meditation.

‘The real voyage of
discovery comes not
in seeking new landscapes but in having
new eyes.’
[Marcel Proust]

“the personality is like a complex
mandala that is formed from these
splintered parts in addition to the
parts that are not splintered. It
comes directly from the parts of
the soul that the Soul has chosen
to work on in this lifetime”
[Gary Zukav]

Deep inside your core
There is a tightly furled bud
Thirsting for its nurture juice
A fountain of color-sound
Will swell your bud
And release its petals
Into your own
Tumescent
Universe
How?
Ask Lara of the Light
[Mindi Baldwin]

Ancient Egyptian Kaleidoscopic Star Gate
Kaleidoscopes are Star Gates. Kaleidoscopes reflect light into perfect symmetrical
circles of light, Star Gates are devices which focus LIGHT. They facilitate the transition from one level of conscious awareness to a higher level of consciousness.
The ancient Egyptians used to create a kaleidoscope star gate, to help focus the
mind as a tool. They balanced large polished pieces of black slate in a triangular
formation with a bon- fire at the centre burning against the night sky. One by one,
sometimes many at a time, they would dance, becoming entranced by watching the
circle of light. This ritual of entering a circle becomes a meditation, which means ‘to
go to your center’. In most ancient cultures this is a way of accessing the ‘spirit
world’, where the light threads and fibres of life’s underlying Universal Truths reside.
Our evolution has involved expansion through invention, with the invention of the
optical telescope, followed by the microscope. These optical instruments work by
taking concentrated rays of light and magnifying images not able to be seen by the
naked eye and showing us the microscopic building blocks of reality. We are now
able, with the help of these optical instruments to explore our Solar System and the
body’s microscopic landscape. It is by looking at images of stars being born and the
magic happenings in the cellular dimension that our consciousness has naturally
expanded, enabling us to view our selves and our world in new ways.
We are becoming increasingly aware of our multi-dimensional Soul “Self”.
Research reveals that a variety of different channels can be accessed within different light frequencies, an array of archetypal energies. This phenomenon is
expressed and validated by many in the esoteric and healing field. Many are finding
that the missing links are encrypted within the chakras which are the energy points
that “plug us in”. These are generated and vitalised by sound and colour. It’s time
to connect the dots.

The Seat of the Soul
We are descendants of cosmic light. In us is a purity of being that transcends any
or all self limitations. We are Beings embracing Spirit and Nature, many of us have
lost our sense of centre and need to remember what makes us feel good. Just as
good music moves the body with its uplifting vibration , colours in a specific combination and pattern create images that enhance your ‘tune’ and move you closer
towards your Soul’s Truth.
As we begin to remember and embrace our spiritual quest on this journey in life,
our understanding expands our multi-dimensionality. So begins a journey towards
creating peace and harmony through Wisdom, by using this delightful optical tool
for inspiring harmonious future visions.

Open yourself to the light, the magic of color!
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